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water-resistant optical materials can successfully be used in many solid-state lighting applications [ 6 ]. such materials protect the light emitting part from water and other aggressive chemicals such as acids, bases, and strong alkaline solution. they also need to be free of impurities and particles that can contribute
to the degradation of optical performance. these requirements need to be fulfilled by careful selection and processing of optical materials, as well as rigorous environmental tests. optical degradation of wet glass under long-term exposure is illustrated in figure 13. it is seen from this figure that the wet glass can
exhibit significantly lower optical transmittance, especially below 400 nm. in fact, a certain degree of transmittance is seen at all visible wavelengths below 400 nm, which reveals some degree of blue and green perception by the human eye. thermal stresses also play an important role in optical degradation of
leds. thermal stresses can be generated in the epilayer of an led device due to operation at elevated temperatures, especially when a green or blue-emitting ingan device is used with a red-emitting ingaalp or algainp device [ 80, 68, 69 ]. it is worth noting that the ingaalp device is also sensitive to temperature
variations due to very large temperature coefficient of bandgap (tce). such temperature variations result in spectral shift of emitted light in a rather broad (and difficult to eliminate) spectral band, as evident in figure 30. special attention should be given to details on the thermal conductivity of the transparent

encapsulant in order to reduce thermal stress in leds that emit in visible and near-ir regions of the spectrum [ 76, 76 ]. degradation of optical materials in solid-state lighting systemsall authors m. yazdan mehr, a. bahrami, w. d. van driel, x. j. fan, j. l. davis & g. q. zhang published online:27 january 2019figure 30.
spectral shifts in a gainp-based led device with ingan and alingap emitters, as a function of temperature change at ambient conditions (tce 25 °c), [ 69 ].
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another widely used epoxy is bisphenol a (bpa) which is also a very popular epoxy resin material. in order to measure the degradation rate of cured epoxy, dewar and co-workers [ 138 ] developed a method to calculate the rate of m-phthalic anhydride (m-pda) formation. the authors exposed the cured epoxy
samples to high temperatures for different periods of time and determined the rate of m-pda formation as a function of time. their result shown in figure 10 indicates a decrease in the rate of m-pda formation with time. as can be seen in figure 10, the total amount of m-pda formed in the cured samples increased
with time, and decreased in the oxidized samples at higher temperatures. therefore, with an increase of curing temperature and time, the m-pda can be formed in more epoxy molecules. hence, by measuring the m-pda of a cured epoxy, their method offers a quick method of determining the epoxy degradation

rate. degradation of optical materials in solid-state lighting systemsall authors m. yazdan mehr, a. bahrami, w. d. van driel, x. j. fan, j. l. davis & g. q. zhang published online:27 january 2019figure 10. the degradation of bpa-epoxy over time measured by m-pda formation. it is worth mentioning that degradation is
unlikely to be the only cause of optical deterioration. the optical quality of solid state phosphors has been shown to be compromised by lattice defects [ 132 ]. the cause of lattice defects is not well understood, but it is known to be related to a loss of transparency which leads to colorant diffraction and in some

cases to the development of scattering centers [ 132 ]. other factors such as device architecture and operational conditions can also contribute to lattice defects. for example, certain fabrication steps, such as annealing and sintering, can induce numerous mechanical defects in solid-state phosphors, which could
act as further scattering centers during the operation. the relatively high efficiency of leds is mostly due to their high radiative efficiency. it is well-known that in a led, light is transmitted efficiently through the host lattice and can be internally reflected by the high refractive indices of both the optical and electric

materials. in other words, luminescence energy is efficiently absorbed by the host lattice and converted to recombination energy. a recent experiment showed that the densest and the most efficient light emitting color-center detection in a cdznte-based phosphor was on the host lattice [ 133 ]. degradation of
optical materials in solid-state lighting systemsall authors m. yazdan mehr, a. bahrami, w. d. van driel, x. j. fan, j. l. davis & g. q. zhang published online:27 january 2019figure 11. the efficiency of cdznte-based blue-center detection as a function of a-center distance from host lattice in densest areas of the material.
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